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How It Works
AI Presentations
Integrations
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What's New



Solutions


By Team Size
Pro
For individual power users
Team
For small/medium businesses
Enterprise
For large organizations

Beautiful.ai For
Marketing
Create marketing reports, campaigns and more
Startups
Make impactful, winning pitch decks
Sales
Create branded sales proposals in minutes
Education
Free plans for students




Templates


Slide Templates
Start inspired with 60+customizable Smart Slides
Presentation Templates
Jumpstart your story with curated, pre-designed templates



Pricing
Enterprise
Resources


Blog
Latest news and presentation tips
Customer Stories
Learn how other brands have scaled their business
Help Center
Detailed help articles for frequently asked questions




Login
Get Started












Introducing generative ai presentation software for the workplace
It's beautiful what you can do with a little ai.



    
        It's
        
            
                amazing

                simple

                stunning

                beautiful

                 amazing

            

        
        what you can do
    

    
        with a little ai.
    




Sign Up Now





Ready to transform your presentations?
Get Started




Beautiful.ai jumpstarts your presentations.

Start your presentation inspired. Look, we made it easy. Smart templates give your team a blueprint for making presentations. The modern ones that customers love. We filled Beautiful.ai with tons of smart slide templates for you to choose from, so it's easy to start, finish, and impress in no time.

Start Inspired





	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.


	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.






And puts slide formatting on autopilot.

Ready for a game changer? Beautiful.ai’s presentation software applies the rules of great design in real-time. Just add content and your slides adapt like magic. No more 2 a.m. nights resizing text and images. Every choice you make saves you time and leads to great design. See how it works >



	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.








And makes your team look brilliant.

Imagine if every department had a deck designer. Our new Team Plan makes it easy for anyone to create stunning team presentations remotely, consistently, and all under one account. This is how modern teams are syncing up and signing off faster, from anywhere.



	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.



	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.



	
  Your browser does not support HTML5 video.




Shared Slides
Create a slide once for your company to use infinitely.


Universal Updates
The moment new content comes in, push it to multiple decks.

Total Brand Control
Every control needed to tell a single brand story.




Discover Teams










And keeps every 
slide

body

  on brand.


Nobody likes frankendecks. Least of all your customers. Use the right colors, font, and logo every time with beautifully foolproof features. Plus when you sign up, this online presentation software unlocks millions of modern images and icons that reflect your brand guidelines. Now every slide is consistent—and consistently creative. With Beautiful.ai’s Team Plan, you can control your brand from one account and scale productivity across your organization.
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And surprises your customers.
And yourself.
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Simply the best presentation maker for business.

Part deck designer. Part productivity expert. Beautiful.ai helps you create meaningful pitches and reports without putting other work on hold. It removes outdated steps that kill efficiency, so you can organize ideas quickly, sync with teams instantly, and engage your clients like never before.
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Customer Stories
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SkySpecs Innovates Presentation Process with Beautiful.ai

Since 2014 SkySpecs has earned a leading position in the North American and European wind energy markets. As SkySpecs scales their business, they had to find a way to innovate their presentation process. Beautiful.ai has helped them communicate better, and more beautifully.

READ THEIR STORY
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View Customer Stories






The secret weapon of teams like:
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A really simple way to make killer presentations
Elisabeth Alora, Co-founder of EssayPrep.ai
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Beautiful.ai has made creating presentations so simple and saved a ton of our team's time
Darby Zahradnik, National Sales Manager, Williams Group
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Beautiful.ai is amazing in every sense of the word. I am able to easily create the best, most professional presentations.
Steven J Courtney 
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It's so much more helpful, fast, and design-oriented than anything else I've tried
Sam Rinearson, Director, Eaglecom Marketing
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With absolutely no design background -- I'm creating beautiful - and powerful presentations
Barbara Pfeiffer, CEO, 'Facing Our Risk of Cancer Empowered'
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It’s like working side-by-side with a designer
Amit Sunil, Product Manager
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Beautiful.ai helps me cut down time and focus on my content for a great presentation!
Cynthia Kao, Founder of Rebirth Media LLC
















See how good your idea looks.

Every choice saves you time and leads to great design. See what it’s like when all your ideas look brilliant.

Choose your Template
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Competitor Analysis Report
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Sales Proposal
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Social Media Report
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Startup Pitch Deck
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B2B Marketing Plan










Set your work up to win. This is all done in minutes.
Get Started
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